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Abstract

The Miniature Sensor Technology Integration (MSTI 2 s acec "
track mid-range missiles and estimate their state vTe_l)torsp In raft is a small 3-axis stabilized spacecraft designed to

• order to accurately estimate the ta et state vector, theMSTI 2 spacecraft must have high accuracy knowledge of its ow
manly.from_the errors m its Attitude Control System (A-CS' ..... halide. Errorsin its attffudar_nowledge arise ori

scanning I=artn_ensor (ES), a Sun Sensor (_S), antcltwoj 2-axis ';yrosl.e _t.,_ sensors on the spacecraft Include a

The On-Orbit Alignment ...OOA)generated an error ma of the E " •

i lvffglo_dr_t_!!!_r_ grr.y°r°rss''i_ch_j_pn_Pe;tidimSaCtUS_eSrrSoOn_so__h_ _err;; _ndee s_iche_aeli_= nml.amSu_e_c_! t__h_ser_ _. to

The payload carried by the MSTI 2 spacecraft is a hi h fidelit cam • •
mirrorsA."By aiming it at a celestial target, the oavlo _w Y eral wkhlchwas al.mecl.at the ta.rgetusin imballed
H,s amluae relerence was compared to the attiiu_laar_arSUr_Spednas,-ahi_accuracy single-axis attitude ref_]rgr_e.
the ACS sensors u u_cu oTme AL;_ sensors, and the errors were attributed to

Introduction

The MSTI 2 spacecraft (see Figure t) was designed to track theater ballislic missiles and estimate their state vector.
This requires that the attitude knowledge of the spacecraft be on the order of 1O0 microradians.

The payload is a high accuracy camera with a gimballed mirror Th
pendently of the MSTI 2 bus. By usir_ the navloo_ tn tr-,^ " e paylo,ad can .loc/k.on!o a !a el and track it inde-
re,erence. The ACS sensor data was_con_D_r'eci';',_,i;,';_'_,_k,Venus-!tpmv_ deda hlgh-f,delity s!n_E_axis attitude

...,.. tv ,h,o o,,,uu_ ,=,==u._;u mnoroer Io esllmale lneir respective errors.

This paper discusses some of the error sources, and the techniques used to reduce the effects of these errors,
including the estimation techniques to determine some of these errors, and the mission design techniques to avoidother of these errors.

The ACS sensors include two 2-axis gyros, an earth sensor, and a sun sensor. Each of these sensors was calibrated
independently, and this paper presents the approach used in each of these calibrations•

Error sources

The gyros underwent extensive ground testing, and were very well characterized prior to launch• The primary
source for the gyros is due to geometric misahgnment in their mounting on the spacecraft, error

The ground testing of the sun sensor indicated errors on the order of 0.2°, while ground testin of the earth sensor
indicated errors on the order of 0.1 . It was unclear if these errors were within the sensor itse_, or if they were due toinaccuracies in the test apparatus. In addition, the ground testin " • •
_me_-ta,ggm.gof the SS data and ES included a uniform-distributi_,,mn_ud_ed,-,r___sta_hst'cal characterization_ Also, the
,_-urs clue ro eomemc mls Ii v,, ,=,,u_u .- :>ucunoswide The SS and ES also hg a gnment their meunhn ad• " " " " g on the spacecraft " "
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, r lativel slow scan rate of the ES caused an error source inr error sources, first the e Y • • nt dudn the time between
The earth sensor had tw.oothe ^^=,...,, _ool..winn the soacecraft will slew a certam.an,u .,.,.^g ..,,,,,, f this slew
its attitude inTormaIlon. , me _pdu....,o,; ..... =,, ' rh traili ede at the eann slgn_-,_,_ ..,,%=,:,o ...._,._,

.... ,-- ,^=rlinn edo Of the earth stgnal and sensing t .e ..• ____e.^.^ In,Iv the 1:::5oata unoef a _p-,,,,,-=,sensl ulu ,=.... o --w e • econa tne lllgm su,lw,_,= ..... jzed • • .
woul_r_mtroduce errors in theatt_ude kn_w/..edge-rr_r s as i'ar_'e as 1° The OOA and the mission des,gn had to
earth shape approxlmauon. /nls can Imrouuuu _ °=rth sha_e anoroximatlon•
account for this error source by utilizing an oblat_ ..,. ,- rr

• e a load Therefore it was decided that the ACS sensors would
MSTI 2 bus is to accurately PO.mtth p y ._ • . reference frame, and not relative toThe goal of the . • vectors which define the payload . m

librated relative to the p_,.p2,and P3, unn_ • • • recise location of the SIC reference 1rame.
tl_C_)c frame. This eliminated any errors duu to uncerta,ntles m the p, i irrelevant during a taraet encounter; only the attitude of the payload is of
fact, the " of the S/C reference frame s .... " I construct to tacilitate analysis,attitude letel flctitous, it is a pure'[y mathematlca
interest. The SIC reference frame is camp y "
design, and construction.

Mission Design to AvoidError_
if he s acecraft is not slewing, because there will be no change in

-t-_,.... I-,lom nf thP.SlOWES scan rate is eliminated., t . .p. .... , ,,.^ °=rth __lnnal.Also, the time-tagging proo-
a_u_e_eh'_een the times of the leadin._ ..edgeand t het_al_)g s_eger_, 'l_'_,causet'i_ signals they generate a.re^,;,ud e
lem of the E and the SS is eli.m!nat .ed.d.me spaceu,_ .... ,_,_,°, -.,_,-, ,nter the sDacecran woula no_u ,_ a,,,

S fore it was decided that !mmedlately p.r_., ,u .. ,.=,u....... e 'and tl_en oroceed with the target
constant. There • • cuurac attitude referenc .... . A
" in inertial space long enough to obtain a h_gha Y II the "G ro Nulhn Attitude (GNA). The GN

fixed .............. ,_ation This maneuver was ca .ed _^ Y -- _,-:* :" *.,m elimmated the need to
encounter usmg o.n,ygy:,., v, vv:_.,,..oj,_,,= tn time aaaina and slow I::_ scan rale. ---,_ ,- ,,,^t_,_..tk,,_lvAliml ated the u.u, _,.,_,,-_............ t__= _
_"_h'.".:"'/. -'lm_n.al- .=.....,nr_ d. to these source
analylica,y removu ,,,=........ e

ecraft fixed in inertial space in some attitude. This maneuver
The primary purpose of the GNA was to hold the spac . • " uce the OOA
would be effective in any orientation. Therefore, it was decided to select the GNA onentatlon to redint in the SS FOV, and one single ES orientation, and

• essa to calibrate only one po . • • timation effort of the
effort. Ideally, it w..oLJ..ldbe neck,___:ry ....,,4oo. t these oomts. With this technique, the error es
then select the GNA tO place mu _u,, .,,,., .... h a ,-
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OOA would be greatly reduced. However, the Sun-S/C-Earth angle changes during the spacecraft's orbit around the
earth, and it changes during the earth's orbit around the sun. Therefore, these sensors .had to be calibrated to
accommodate a range of Sun-S/C-Earth angles. Nonetheless, this approach reduced the error estimation effort sig-
nificantly.

Celestial Attitude Reference

The only celestial bodies which are bright enough to be seen by the MSTI 2 payload are the sun, the moon, and
Venus. The sun could not be used because it would quickly damage the focal plane of the payload.

The moon is bright enough to be tracked by the payload, but it has a significant angular extent as seen from orbit. In
addition, its image on the MSTI 2 payload focal plane will have some unknown shape due to the cooling of the moon
as it changes phases, and it is unclear exactly how the tracker would compute the centroid this shape. The only fea-
sible technique to use the moon as an attitude reference would have requ|red that the outer arc of the crescent of the
moon be estimated, so that its center could be used as an accurate attitude reference. This implies an extensive
development effort with high risk.

Therefore, it was decided that Venus would be used as the celestial attitude reference. This presented its own set of
problems....The off.ax!s sens_ivity of the MSTI 2 payload is.such that if it is pointed within 20° of the sun, any image it
nas Would De wasneo out. _-_gurez snows the separation between Venus and the sun duringthe period of interest.
Prior to April 9, 1994, Venus is within 20° of the sun. This was only a few days prior to the MSTI 2OOA maneuvers.
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In addition, this small subtended angle between the sun and Venus presented problems arising from the geometry of
the MSTI 2 spacecraft, as will be described in the discussion on _ calibration.

Sun Sensor Calibration

The SS has a "square" Field Of View (FOV), nominally centered along the SIC Y axis. The sunsensor wou.ld report
the position of the sun by transmitting two signed angles representing the location ol the sun in tne _-uv. /nese are
(1) SS Z, the angle between the projection of a unit vector pointing toward the sun onto the SIC X-Y plane, and the
SIC X axis, and (2) SS X, the angle between the projection of a unit vector pointing toward the sun onto the SIC Z-Y
plane and the SIC Z axis.

Due to geometry constraints, it was decided that only one point in the SS FOV would be calibrated, as described
below. A complete calibration at this single point could be characterized by a simple bias on each of the two outputs.
Because it is a single point, all of the non-temporal error sources could be corrected by these simple biases.

The approach utilized to estimate these biases was purely geometric. With this approach, in order to measure the
errors with a single experiment, the full 3-axis attitude of the payload reference !tame would have to be known., .
However, the only high-accuracy attitude reference available was Venus, and this was only a single-axis att=tuoe re;-
erence. Therefore, multiple experiments were required to in order to make the biases observable. This purely
geometric app roach i(;nores the information provided by the gyros, but it also keeps the gyro alignment estimation
and the SS ca ibration independent of each other.

The approach utilized is illustrated in Figures 3 and 4. These figures are for descriptive purposes only, and are not
drawn to scale• Figure 3 illustrates one procedure, and Figure4 illustrates ar_ther pr.ocedure..These two p.roc,ecl.u.res
alone are enough to a!gebraically determine the biases. Multiple executions ol these two proceoures prOv|oeo slaus-
tical data and ,equlrco a least-squares estimator.

In Figure 3 (Procedure #1), the sun is located in the SS FOV at the calibration point. Also Venus is in the FOR of the
payload at one location, which provides only one axis of attitude information• Using astronomical databases, _1, the
subtended angle between the sun and Venus, is known very accurately. Therefore it is known that the sun must lie
somewhere along the arc shown in Figure 3• The exact location of the sun along_this arc is unknown because the
Venus vector provides only_one axis of attitude information. This procedure, by itself, provides onlypartial error
information. In particular, it provides only r_l, the component of the error normal to the arc in Figure _.
In Figure 4 (Procedure #2), the SIC is onented so that the sun is still at the calibration point, but Venus is located at a
different point in t.he payload FOR. In effect, the S/C has slewed a.bou.t the.S/C-sun I_ne from Pr.._edure #1 to Proce-
dure #2. Again, this procedure, by itself, only provioes partial error intormalion, ¢_• L;omDining me results wrom
Procedure #1 and #2 will provide full error information, because the errors measured in the two experiments are in
different directions.

The procedures depicted in Figures 3 and 4 were each executed several times in order to obtain some statistical
characterization of the results.

In addition to estimating the SS errors, the combination of Procedures #1 and #2 will also provide enough information
to determine the slew angle about the S/C-Venus line for each experiment.

In the least-squares estimator, the vector of estimated parameters was

X=

Ez

Where _.is the slew angle about the S/C-Venus line for procedure #i (i=1 .....n), r_ is the bias in the SS X measurement
at the calibrat on point and e, is the SS Z measurement bias at the calibration point. It was necessary to estimate the
individual slew angles because it indirectly provided a 3-axis art tude determination for each procedure, and this is
what is required for measuring the SS errors.
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Sun Sensor Estimation Procedure #1
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The measurement vector used for the SS estimation was:
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'SSXl"
SSZ,
SSX2

m = SSZ=

SSX.
ssz.

Where SSX+and SSZ, are the two outputs of the SS for procedure #i (i=1 .....n).

Because only data from the SS and the payload were used, the calibration was necessarily relative to the frame
defined by the payload, and not relative to the SIC frame.

Figure 5 shows the geometry of thepayload FOR relative to.!he SS FOV. In this ..polarp.lot,the radial di_rr_,ns'_nrel_..is
resents the angle fr0mthe payload Zaxis, and the angular olmens|on represents me .az!.mu!nt rom_mepa_au..A _.._.
The solid line represents the limits of the payload FOR, and the dashed line represents me dmitsot the :5_ t-uv. Noc
all of the SS FOV is shown in Figure 5. The Field Of Regard of the MSTI 2 payload was limited by the amount of
travel allowed in the gimbals.

Payload FOR and SS FOV Geometry
80.

120 60

-180

150

-150

3O

-120

-9O

Figure 5

When the payload is pointed near the edge of its FOR, its image will be partially obscured by the S/C structure,
resulting in a dimmer image. Therefore, it is desirable to point the SIC so that Venus is as far away from the edge of
the FOR of the payload as possible. This places a limitation on the geometries which will simultaneously place the
sun in the SS FOV and Venus in the payload FOR.

During the time of the OOA maneuvers, the Venus was 20° to 30° away from the su.n,as indicated in Figure. 2.. This,
coupled with Figure 5, indicates additional limitations on geometries whicn will simultaneoumy pmce venus =nme
payload FOR and the sun in the SS FOV.
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These limitations were the driving factors inthe decision to calibrate the SS at only one point. The calibration point,
and the geometries of the SS calibration experiments, are illustrated in F_gure6. By selecting the calibration point at
SSX = 30° and SSZ = 10°, Venus was kept as far away as possible from the edges of the payload FOR, while still
allowing a 90° slew about the S/C-sun line between the two procedures. The small circle is the chosen location of the
SS calibration point, and the two "x's represent the location of Venus for the two SS Calibration maneuvers.

Sun Sensor Maneuver Geometry
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Figure 6

For maximum observability, the slew angle about the S/C-sun line between the two experiments should be 90°. The
two Venus locations indicated in F_lure5 satisfy this requirement.

Earth Sensor Calibration

The ES is a scanning horizon sensor. It has a 2° conical field of view which sweeps out a cone with a 60° haft-cone
angle every 0.2 seco..nds.The axis of the ES scan cone is nominally along the S/C -Y axis. The ES measures the
size and location of the earth chord", which is that portion of the scan cone which intersects the earth. The outputs of
the ES consist of _, the scan angle from a zero-reference scan angle to the center of the earth chord, and ,Q, the
width of the earth chord.

The basic technique to calibrate the ES is similar to the SS calibration. The primary differences are:

(1) The geometry of a scanning horizon sensor is different from the geometry of the SS,

(2) The ES had to be calibrated along a locus of points to accommodate a range of earth-S/C-sun angles,

(3) No analytic horizon sensor model incorporatingan oblate earth shape model was available.

Because of the complicated geometry of a scanninghorizon sensor, the location of the earth in the S/C frame was
deduced only indirectly. Because an oblate earth shape model was required, there were no analytic expressions
relating the location of the earth to the ES sensor readings. An iterative search was employed, using the spherical
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earth shape approximation as a firstguess•

Because the Sun-S/C-earth angle changes during the orbit and during the year, and .bffcause only one point of the SS
FOV was calibrated, it was necessary to calibrate a locus o! ES output pairs to cover the range ot possible angles.
Each point in the locus corresponded to one location of the earth relat=ve to the payload frame.

The multiple procedure technique described above, for the S.S calibration .was mod,ified.for the ES cal_mt_,n• w'r_asere
were two sets of procedures, insteaa of two oiscrete proceoures., t-or eacn prec,.eo.ure. in me 11rs[s.e_,me o_,, u_
oriented so that the earth was at various points along the cahbrat=on locus, ana aHof mese, procea,ures u,seo .
approximately the same slew angle about the ..S/C-eartb line• For the s,ecor_.,set o_proc.,e(],ures,me earn was a,g_mn°
located at various points along the calibration line, out the slew angle aoout me _/L_-eann =inewas approxlmme_yuu
from the slew angle used for the first set.

Because the ground testing included no statist_al characterizat'.lon,an assumed function with.unk_t_engs_am_te__
was used to model the ES errors. The @ and t_ errors were eacn assurneo to vary as a _uncuon ol me u=s_a,K; ,_
the locus of points. Because an assumed form of the error model was used,.it was unnecessary to calibrate in_:l,i-
v!dual points with pairs of parameters, as was done with the SS calibration. Instead, the error Tunctionparameters
were estimated collectively. It was only necessary that each individual procedure placed the earth at some location
along the locus. It was not necessary for each proc.edu.re in the second set of procedures to place the earth at the
same location along the locus as an procedure in the first set.

In the least-squares estimator, the vector of estimated parameters was:

oh

or_l
x=

C_
Col
C_
C_o

Cm

Where _ is the slew angle about the S/C-Venus line for experiment #i (i=1 .....n), and cm, ca_,c=, c,o, c®,, and c,= are
the unknown parameters of the ES error model. It was necessary to estimate the individual slew angles because it
indirectly provided a 3-axis attitude determination for each experiment, and this is what is required for measuring the
ES errors.

The measurement vector used was:

]
o I@2

@. J
Where @jand _ are the two outputs o! the ES for experiment #i (i=1 ..... n).

The least-squares estimator requires derivatives of the measurement vect.or elements with resp..ec.t,to!he state vector
elements. Because no analytic !unction relating @ and _ to the estimated.pa .mmeters was. avallaole, mere was
analytic expression for the related derivatives. However, the sphe_al e..armsnape ,n'_o,el is very neany,ecl..Umto me
oblate earth shape model, so the de".nva!iveshas .ed,onthe spherical eann shape rnooel were useo, wn=ieme mea-
surement model used the oblate earth snape rnoee_.

Because only data from the ES and the payload were used, the calibration was necessarily relative to the frame
defined by the payload, and not relative to the SIC frame.

Gyr0 Misali.qnment; Estimation
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The ground testing of the MSTI 2 gyros was very extensive, and provided very good characterization of the gyros.
The gyro models, and their parameters, were determined with very good accuracy, and it was felt that no further of the
._yrosthemselves was needed. The only significanterror source inthe gyros was their geometric misalignment rela-,ve to the MSTI 2 S/C.

The sensitive axes of the one of the X-Y gyro are nominally aligned with the payload frame X- and Y-axes, and the
sensitive axes of the X-Z gyro are nominafly aligned with the payload frame X- and Z-axes. The X-axis rate informa-
_on, f.orboth att=_de .con!rol.a_.ncltele ..me!n/,co.mes.fmmonly one gym a! any given time, as selected by ground
_u,,.,] _,,u_. ,_.u .u.m_na,m,ss_oncalleo ror using ootn cnannels otthe x-Y gyro, and only the Z-axis information of
me X-L gyro. inererore, it was necessary to estimate all three misalignment angles for the X-Y gyro, and only two
misalignment angles for the X-Z gyro.

In order to make the gyro misalignments observable, three simple Euler-axis slews were executed by the SIC. While
performing these slews, the pay.._loadwas tracking Venus in order to make the estimated parameters observable.
Ideally, for maximum observabdity, the three slew axes should be mutually orthogonal. However, the limited extent of
the payload FOR constrained the slew axes to be non-orthogonal. The geometry of the three slews is illustrated in
Figure 7. The orientation of the angular velocity vector for each slew is indicatedby the small o s, and the dashed
circles indicate the path followed by Venus through the payload FOR.
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Figure7

For this estimation, it was assumed that the two axes of each gyro are perfectly perpendicular. It was also assumed
that the misalignment of each gyro was independent of the misalignment of the other gyro.

When the S/C was commanded to perform the three slew maneuvers, it complied by using the misaligned gyros.
Therefore, it was necessary to also estimate the parameters of the Euler-axis slew as wel/as the gyro misahgnments.
The estimated parameters were:

(1) The orientation and magnitude of each slew axis in the payload frame coordinates,

(2) The orientation of each slew axis in inertial space,
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(3) The initial slew angle of each slew maneuver,

(4) The X, Y, and Z angular misalignments of the X-Y gym relative to the payload frame, and

(5) The X and Y angular misalignments of the X-Z gyro relative to the payload frame.

It was necessary to express the eg.uations describing the slew .maneuvers in te.r__sof the odentati?nofthe slew axes.
in inertial space, in order to force me resumings=ewparameters to apply zoan truer-axis s_ew1ixeo ,n _nenlat space.
was necessary to estimate these orientations because they were notdirectly measurable.

In the least-squares estimator, the vector of estimated parameters was:

ezol

(o=1

RA=,
x = DecL..

ez03
o_s
(oz=

3'11
YI=
713
%1

Where e is the initial slew angle of the S/C at the beginning of slew maneuver #i (i=1,2,3), _ is the component of the
angular _elocity vector ?Ion the p, axis for slew maneuver #j (i_1,2:3; j=1,2,3), _1:_.= is tile. right .as.censio.nof tile.
angular velocity vector 1ors_ewmaneuver #i 0=1,2,3), Dec==is me aecdnation ol tt_e angu=arveKx_ityv_ormr s_ew
maneuver #i (i=1,2,3, % are the three mislaignment angles of the X-Y gyro (i=1,2,3), and % are two of the three mis-
alignment angles of _ethe X-Z gyro (i--1,2).

The X axis data from the X-Z gyro was not available, so the third misalignment angle of the X-Z gyro, 723,is neither

required nor observable.

The measurement vector used was:
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Vpl 1

Vp_l

Vp31
^

^
(_21
A

Vpl2

Vpz2

Vp32
A

Ill = (_12 i
A

A

Vpln

Vp2.

Vp_
A

A

A

Wrherev_ is the comf_o.,ne,ntof the Venus unit vector along the p, direct_n at time t_(]=1,2,3; j=l .....n), 4,, is the angu-
veloc_y measureo Dy me x axis ot the X-AYgyro at time t_(]=1.....n), (_ is the angular velocity measur;_l by the Y

axis of the X-Y gyro at t,me t_(i=1 .....n), and (e_ is the angular velocity measured by the Z axis of the X-Z gyro at time t_
(i=1 .....n).

Conclusion

Most of.the e.rr.ors.ou._es in theattitude knowleclge of the MSTI 2 spacecraft were removed analytically by using the
payloao as a nlgn t_elity anituoe reTerence, an(] using mis inTormationto deduce the errors in the ACSsensors. This
determined the errors relative to the payload, and eliminated the need to align the sensors relative to the spacecraft.
Those errors which could not be eliminated analytically were avoided by careful mission design•
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